Pratt School of Engineering
Blue Devil Days Events – April 7-8, 18-19 & 24-25, 2016

DAY 1 (April 7, 18 & 24)
11:00am – The Foundry Tours
12:30pm Gross Hall, located at the intersection of Towerview & Science Dr.
Tour Duke’s new student-focused, project-centered, collaborative “maker space” for co-curricular and entrepreneurial activities.

7:00 – Smart Home Open House
8:00pm 1402 Faber Street; take the bus to the Freeman Center
Explore Duke’s Platinum LEED-certified live-in research laboratory & meet current students!

DAY 2 (April 8, 19 & 25)
9:30 – Pratt Advising & Curriculum
10:15AM Scharf Hall (adjacent to Cameron Indoor Stadium) (April 8 & 25)
Griffith Theater (Bryan Center) (April 19)
Undergraduate Dean Linda Franzoni will present an overview of undergraduate engineering studies at Duke; Assistant Academic Deans Gaston, Rawls and Temiquel-McMillian will also be present to answer questions.

10:15 – Shuttles to Science Drive*/Walk to the E-Quad
10:30AM (*April 8 & 25)
*Look for student volunteers in the orange question mark t-shirts for assistance!*

10:15 – EXPLORE the E-QUAD!
11:30am Explore the “E-Quad”, the home base for engineering at Duke! Talk to faculty and current students, and check out some of our facilities, to learn more about engineering at Duke.

Pratt Faculty Q&A/Meet the E-Team
Fitzpatrick Center, Schiciano Auditorium Lobby
Meet faculty representatives from each department and members of Pratt’s group of peer advisors, the E-Team. Ask questions about our engineering curriculum and more.

Pratt Student Organization Fair
E-Quad/Fitzpatrick Center Atrium
Learn about opportunities outside the classroom! Representatives from some of Pratt’s student organizations will be on hand to discuss their teams and projects.